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Meeting at the Fightplace flat. That day Tibet came around
after a long time. This was his first contact with the youngsters
Ramon and Joe. Joe and Tibet already knew each other
because of their sport&#39;s club. This is the reason why they
are in a good relationship. But Ramon is not able to enjoy this
prejudice. Tibet&#39;s always provocating him. Seems like
he&#39;s searching for trouble. Hardy is not happy about that.
In his opinion it&#39;s not fair for the younger boy. In this
discussion the four fighters built up two teams, which are
going to have some hard fights downstairs in the basement.
The two &quot;old hands&quot; Hardy and Tibet began the
battle. Hardy, who started up in a really careful way, because
of his big respect belonging to Tibet, got some painful moves
like Bearhugs, SchoolBoyPins or Scissors. The muscular legs
of Tibet, trained by hard soccer matches, are painful and
merciless tools for Scissors. They are always changing
through Hot Tags, like you usually do it in a Tag-Team match.
Because of this all of them could fight against each other. Joe
vs. Ramon, Joe vs. Hardy, and so on. The first part is way
more calm then the second one. Long Holds, including painful
Scissors or Full Nelsons. The second part is heavy and full of
action. Very brutal until the end of the fight. Then Tibet was
totally going crazy. His opponents were not able to control
him, even if they fought him at the same time. To the contrary:
every attack let made him more and more mad and brutal. If
he grabbed one if his opponents, he punished him with slaps
or punches. But a big respect to Ramon. The performance of
him was just great. Again and again he started pushing and
punching his way stronger opponent Tibet.
Play length approx - 109 min.

Price : 39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Tag Team Battle 9 - Bundle :

shipping method
Download High Quality, DVD Shipping.
In catalog since Thursday 11 September, 2014
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